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The Askaryan Radio Array (ARA) is a gigaton-size neutrino radio telescope located near the geographic South Pole. ARA has five independent stations designed to detect Askaryan emission coming from the interactions between ultra-high energy neutrinos (> 10 PeV) and Antarctic ice. Each station includes of 16 antenna deployed in a matrix shape at up to 200 m deep in the ice. A simulated neutrino template, including the detector response model, was implemented in a new search technique for reducing background noise and improving the vertex reconstruction resolution. The template is used to scan through the data using the matched filter method, inspired by LIGO, looking for a low SNR neutrino signature and ultimately aiming to lower the detector’s energy threshold at the analysis level. I will present the estimated sensitivity improvements to ARA analyses through the application of the template technique with results from simulation.
1. Introduction

Ultra-High Energy (UHE) neutrinos are essential particles for understanding powerful accelerators in the universe. The nature of the neutrino as a weakly interacting particle allows it to travel through space will carrying information about its origin. The detection of UHE neutrinos requires the ability to detect ~1 event per gigaton per year due to the low cross section for their interaction [1]. Thus, the radio transparent ice in Antarctica, with attenuation length of ~1 km for radio wave, provides an optimal environment for constructing a large detector [2].

The Askaryan radio array (ARA) is a largest neutrino telescope constructed in the glacier ice near the South Pole. It is designed to detect UHE neutrinos above $10^{16}$eV by utilizing the Askaryan effect [3]. The five autonomous stations have been deployed up to 200 m below the Antarctic surface with a 2 km distance between the stations. Each station contains 20 radio frequency (RF) antennas in the 6 strings, and electronics with the data acquisition (DAQ) system at the surface. The 16 antennas, 4 antennas per string, have been deployed matrix shape for observing neutrino-induced radio signals with timing information for vertex reconstruction. The remaining 4 antennas are transmitting known pulser at a 1 Hz rate from ~40 m horizontally away from the station for calibration [4]. The RF antennas are divided into two types, vertically-polarized (VPol) and horizontally-polarized (HPol), to measure the polarization of the electric field (E-field) for neutrino direction reconstruction, as shown in Fig. 1.

![Figure 1: The schematic of the ARA detector design. A coherent radio wave is generated when a neutrino interacts with the ice. Each ARA antenna records the radio signal and is amplified in the electronics.](image)

2. Lowering Energy Threshold

The amplitude of the neutrino-induced waveform is related to neutrino energy and the distance between detector and interaction position. Based on two conditions, the signal amplitude can be
similar to the thermal noise background and anthropogenic noise from the South pole station, which can be also detected by the ARA detector. The matched filter method using a neutrino template, inspired by LIGO, is designed to distinguish low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) signals from the noise waveforms [5]. Lowering the amplitude of neutrino signals that we can detect would increase our sensitivity.

### 2.1 Matched Filter Method

The matched filter method is used to distinguish the desired signal from the stochastic noise dominant waveforms by using the signal as a template. It is convenient for searching neutrino-induced radio waves that have a characteristic short pulse from the dominant thermal noise background.

The data waveform is cross-correlated with the expected neutrino waveform. In the cross-correlation, each frequency bin is weighted by the power spectral density (PSD) of the thermal noise that contains no signal spectrum. The cross-correlated results $C(t)$ can be expressed like

$$C(t) = 4 \int_0^\infty \frac{D(f)T^*(f)}{P_n(f)} df$$

where $D(f)$ is a spectrum of the data waveform. In this expression, $T^*(f)$ is a spectrum of the time-reversed template, and $P_n(f)$ is PSD of thermal noise without signal. This convolution gives the location of the hidden signal as the lag between data and template.

The suppression of noise from the cross-correlation result including normalization can be expressed by

$$\rho(t) = \frac{|C(t)|}{\sigma}$$

where $\rho(t)$ is the weighted correlation value, which is a measure of the similarity between the hidden signal and the template in each lag time. And

$$\sigma^2 = 4 \int_0^\infty \frac{|T(f)|^2}{P_n(f)} df$$

is normalizing the power of template $T^*(f)$ and the power of noise $P_n(f)$ [5][6].

### 2.2 ARA Application

The event samples need for the matched filter method come from two sources, triggered data from the detector and simulations. The RF trigger is designed to record data if it is over a power threshold that ~6 times higher than noise RMS for the analysis. The threshold is estimated by detector calibration and applied to the simulation. The detector station also records the software triggers at 1 Hz to sample the noise environment. The software-triggered data can be used for PSD of noise.

The template is generated by AraSim which models the antenna angular-dependent gain patterns, the system electronics, neutrino information, and the Askaryan effect [2]. There are a number of templates that depend on different parameters. The neutrino energy and the distance between the detector and the vertex can be simplified by a scale factor. But the antenna gain patterns as
a function of zenith angle, the fraction of the energy in the electromagnetic (EM) and hadronic (HAD) showers, and different Askaryan effects need to be included as template parameters. In this proceeding, one template generated with a zenith angle for the incoming neutrino of 90°, as EM shower only, and Askaryan signal at 55.8° from the shower axis was used for analyzing simulated data [7]. The analysis will be continued in the future with multiple template parameters.

3. Simulation

3.1 Noise Tuning

The agreement between data and simulation is validated by the software-triggered data. Since the matched filter method takes into account the spectral shape of the data waveforms and the template, simulating an accurate detector response is crucial. In order to estimate thermal noise behavior including the detector response, the 10% of the noise data was used. The distribution of spectral amplitudes in a given bin can be described by a Rayleigh of form

\[ f(x; \alpha)_{\text{req}} = \frac{x}{\alpha^2} e^{-x^2/(2\alpha^2)} \]

where \( x \) is amplitude and \( \alpha \) is mode. To verify the simulated thermal noise behavior is matches the data, the distributions of simulated noise with different fit parameters were compared with a sample of noise from the data. The Fig. 2 shows the agreement between the spectral amplitudes of noise data and simulated noise based on the fit results at a specific frequency [8].

![Noise Distribution @ 0.3 GHz](image)

**Figure 2:** Agreement between data and simulation spectrum. Data in the distribution is only recorded by software triggers. Simulated noise is generated using results from fitting to the data.
In this proceeding, the fit results are possibly including anthropogenic noise from the South pole activity. That would be removed in the future for studying the behavior of noise on a sample that is more clean. The power threshold value implemented in the simulation also needs to be optimized based on the agreement between simulation and data.

3.2 Neutrino Template

The neutrino template in this proceeding is generated by AraSim. The model for neutrino emission is based on [7]. The detector response is simulated using an empirical model based on measurements of the antennas and electronics. A zenith angle of 90 degrees, with maximal gain at all frequency range, is selected for this template. The electronic system is obtained by deconvolving the estimated in-ice noise from the in-situ noise spectrum calculated from a Rayleigh fit [4]. Since each antenna channel has a unique shape to its electronics system shape in frequency-domain, the different templates are prepared for each channel. The Fig. 3 shows two examples of the template waveforms of two polarizations based on Channels 0 and 8 on the A2 station.

![Neutrino Template @ 10^{18}eV, \( EM_{\text{max}} \)](image)

**Figure 3:** The simulated template waveform. Both waveforms are including the electronics calculated by noise tuning and empirical antenna gain. The left waveform is from the VPol, and the right is from the HPol antenna.

4. Analysis

The matched filter method is applied to individual waveforms generated from the simulation. Two sets of simulations were produced. The noise-only simulation is for estimating the background level and the PSD of noise used as weights. The simulation that sum signal with noise is taken as the signal sample on which the matched filter method can be tested. The PSD of noise is calculated by fitting the simulated noise distribution in each frequency. The Fig. 4 is an example of the result of the matched filter method searching. The template is correlated with data in the frequency domain and normalized. So, it is only taking into account the shape of the template spectrum. In this proceeding, only the maximum weighted correlation value \( \rho(t)_{\text{max}} \) was chosen for scoring the individual waveform. If a double-pulse was presented in the waveform, the only highest peak is chosen.
Figure 4: The results of a low-SNR signal search with matched filter method. Top: location of the hidden signal in the noise and template. The hidden signal is generated ~4 km far from the station and having a property of $10^{20}$ eV and viewing angle of 61.8° from the neutrino direction. Bottom: The results of cross-correlation with the waveform including hidden signal and without it. The $\rho(t)_{\text{max}}$ of the hidden signal is ~2 times higher than what is typically obtained with noise, and the corresponding lag value is consistent with the time difference between the signals in the template and the simulated waveform.

4.1 Analysis Cut

The analysis cut is set by the estimated three-station livetime based on six years of the A2 and A3 stations and 2 years livetime from the A5 station. Half a million noise events were generated and tested using the matched filter method and scaled to the number of events in our data-set acquired at a 5 Hz rate. The neutrino simulation is weighted by the Kotera max neutrino flux model, and applied to the matched filter method [9]. The data from each antenna channel produces $\rho(t)_{\text{max}}$ by correlating with the template. A third highest correlation value, $\rho(t)_{\text{max},3rd}$, from 16 antennas is chosen to evaluate each event. Based on the exponential fit, the analysis cut was made for separating noise from signal events. The Fig. 5 shows the distribution of $\rho(t)_{\text{max},3rd}$ from two simulation sets. If the $\rho(t)_{\text{max},3rd}$ is passed the cut, then the event is a signal candidate.

In this proceeding, results from each individual antenna is taken into account for the analysis cut. In the future, the analysis cut value will be calculated at an event-wise level by adding up the results for $\rho(t)$ from the individual antennas after removing the expected arrival time delay. The summed $\rho(t)$ would be like
Figure 5: The distribution of $\rho(t)_{\text{max, 3rd}}$ results. Top: The noise is scaled up to three-station livetime, and the Kotera max flux model weights the signal. Bottom: The signal purity, a ratio of signal to signal plus noise, and number of signal by integrating over the $\rho(t)_{\text{max, 3rd}}$ cut.

$$\rho_{\text{sum}}(t) = \sqrt{\frac{|C_1(t+\tau_1)+C_2(t+\tau_2)+\ldots+C_{16}(t+\tau_{16})|^2}{\sigma_1^2+\sigma_2^2+\ldots+\sigma_{16}^2}} \quad (5)$$

Where $\tau$ is the expected arrival time from the individual antennas [5]. It would take into account the total $\rho(t)$ from each antenna and amplify the trace of the neutrino signal in that event. Vertex reconstruction would be added to the cut to increase significance.

### 4.2 Event Rate

The analysis level of the event rate is calculated by the cut parameters. Both the trigger and the analysis level are based on the Kotera max neutrino flux model. The Fig. 6 shows the event rate based on different energies and the ratio of the analysis level to the trigger level. Based on the ratio plot, vertex reconstruction is required as another analysis cut to contain the low-SNR signal identified by the matched filter method. Furthermore, the rates will improve when we add a more sophisticated filtering cut, accurate livetime and the quality cut on the DAQ level is implemented.

### 5. Summary and Outlook

The matched filter method gives a strategy to search for low-SNR signal in a radio detector. The actual data will be tested against the simulated neutrino template. So, the understanding of the detector responses in the noise background will be crucial. In order to test actual data against a template, the analysis cut must be improved. The event-wise correlation value, $\rho_{\text{sum}}(t)_{\text{max}}$, obtained...
Figure 6: The event rate and the ratio of the analysis level to the trigger level with different energy spectrum. The analysis level is calculated by the events that are passed the cut.

by increasing the number of templates including double-pulse signals and vertex reconstruction will be implemented in the future for improving the cut and sensitivity.
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